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This Planet Shall Be Ruled by Love
SOLAR NEWS Volume 1, Number 22
This planet must be ruled by Love. This Your position now is to bring
cannot happen if mankind is punished
Creator Michael's Voice
for his wrongs. The loving hand of the
into this region.
Father must be realized to bring peace
His Voice must be heard.
to this planet. The following mandate is
being issued:
will reach a new height. The
college
that you choose will
Peace.
designate the path you
God's word is to flourish, for the
follow,
be it of music,
Kingdom is come.
philosophy,
government,
The mountain has been reached.
etc.
There
will
be no end to
The Solar Logos cries, "Enough!"
your
studies,
as
the fire of
Man has suffered many times—There
your mind will be lit.
is come a time of no suffering
This
is
a
bright New World in which
and repentance is no longer
you
live, enriched by the
needed. There will be no
Power
of God and His-Her
reason to suffer or means of
Regents
of Love.
suffering.
I will be removing all suffering from this Be at peace now, little family. We
are One. And no one shall
planet, and I will close the doors
d
well within your
to suffering as it has been
boundaries
save those
experienced. Even childbirth
caring souls who serve with
will be experienced without
Me
in the Father's name.
suffering of any kind. I will close
the door to suffering.
The thirst for knowledge will continue, Speak now of alignment:
colleges restored, education
The Word becomes flesh,
1
governed by the Planetary Prince.
Those who speak in tune with Him
will refresh this Earth and rebuild
2. The Planet Shall Be Ruled by Love her.
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Lean not on another. Each is loved
the same and each has ability to
realize God's word and His-Her
program of divine Love.
I have just desserts for each.
Realize this. We are a family; we
serve in love and make much.
You have just heard from the
Planetary Prince and the World
Mother Office.
Peace be with you. Follow the Plan.
Sananda-Crystal
April 20, 2002

The Christ Seed
We a r e g o i n g t o o v e r t u r n
prophecy - negative
suggestions, false authorities
and egoic writings - denouncing
them as untrue and unjust.
Peace.
Because—
The Seed has been restored
within individuals. That God
Seed or Presence does not wait
to be realized or discovered or
accepted.
It grows on its own, acting and
reacting with the Will and Love of
God in man. This Heart-Seed will
overcome any negativity and
rejection in man. And as a
beauteous flower grows, so will
2
it. It is Man or Second Adam.
The Creator aspect within each
individual serves as governance
and it reflects the wishes of the
Planetary Prince as God's Word.
SEED THE CHRIST WITHIN!
This is the level or vibratory
reality of humanity.
There is only Christ now living
within humanity. Nothing is to be
observed but That.
You are going to live in the Christ
rhythm as the Planetary Prince
has decreed.
The Cross is lifted.
1

The Planetary Prince is Sananda.
Sananda is the ascended name of
Jesus.
2

Consciousness.
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YOU ARE RECREATED ANEW
SOLAR NEWS Volume 2, Number 27
The miracle of the Christ Ascension is
occurring. This rising energy focus
takes you into the Body of Christ, into
the Record of Sananda-Jesus and His
conscious ascension. The Master
reestablished for you the path of
ascension, the way to your true Self, the
Christ within. He who has given this is
with you as you ascend and will be with
you unto the end and the solar
1
beginning.

all life the same. The personal
sense of family will disappear as
you reclaim your Higher Self and
the divine Family of God, all in All.

As the thought forms and
attachments of the current
incarnation are swept from you,
keep your Eye single. Align with
your Christ Self at the Heart
Chakra. Be there for Me. This
identification will enable you to
The City of David is to be reestablished vibrate the Christ Center as your
on Earth, as is the Pillar of Light that whole being and your new life.
provides the spiritual dimension for the
teachers and initiates of the Christ God has recognized you as His
Flame. The Holy Mother oversees this Son, Daughter. What this has done
Pillar of Light, as the creative process in the wake of all that is occurring is
to forbid the current process of
begins to bring all Home.
reincarnation and karma! You must
If you are familiar with the University now join God as the Son, Daughter
materials, you already know that there without "father or mother," or
is a dimensional shift occurring that beginning or end. This frequency
dissolves the current expression of will break up matter quickly and will
"life." Those who are ready will cross to cause cosmic earthquakes that
the solar field of actualization. In this splinter the ground you stand on.
process, the current life as lived with No matter where you are, I will
husbands, wives, children, relatives, claim you. You will be stripped of
karmic attachments, will return to ownership and given divine life in
nothingness. It is the end of one life and Me.
the return into the Solar Life of the
Higher Self. Many incarnations have It is important to remember that in
been lived. You now leave this life or moments of spiritual darkness,
incarnation for another. The new will agree with your original creation.
break up the old life. What I am saying Yo u a r e b e i n g r e c i r c u i t e d ,
here is that those who are ready and remember. Your current is love and
willing to realize their Higher Self or your identification is as God in you.
GodSelf will ascend, throwing off a
life that is no longer valid in the Soul. Reestablish your God residence in
your Heart. Send Light to all four
The current of this realization and directions. Claim your new name
transformation demands of you that is the Son or Sun Radiance of
detachment, and an impersonal love for Me.
1

Thus, loneliness that may occur with the
detaching of the current world and life
incarnation will be remedied by your love of
Christ Jesus. Love Him. The Master at this
time offers His companionship as you cross
the waters of nothingness into new life as the
Son, Daughter.

Now jump over the chasm. Deliver
My people to Love. From
emptiness comes fullness. Solar
radiance is the Divine Self.

What is the
result of
increased
light on our
planet?
SOLAR NEWS
Volume 5, Number 16
Many are realizing the Presence
of God within and awakening to
their spiritual identity and
assignments. Although some
may have passed through a
strong cleansing, testing and
preparation these last few
months, the inner fire or soul fire
has strengthened and
brightened. It is enhancing the
purpose and focus of those who
tread the path of light in greater
numbers. And many are feeling
an increase in positive energy, a
release from old patterns and
duties.
As you view the political stage,
do not be discouraged and do
your best to remain objective
while you observe the changing
tide of government in the U.S.
and elsewhere. Do not hold on to
the present political parties.
Observe the energy that is
taking us from one dimension to
the next (perhaps skipping one
or two on the way).
The world appearance may still
seem to be threatening, causing
some anxiety. Remember that
the world is conjured up by
mortal man and mortal mind. It
has no power in of itself and it

— Crystal

continued on page 6
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The Overturning of the Old World
SOLAR NEWS Volume 4, Number 52

As the Emergence takes place within
the soul of humanity, the world shifts
and becomes a joyous place to live for
all. And as the consciousness moves in
the direction of the Christ, little children
rejoice to be free from the universal
belief in good and evil.
Have you been afraid to step into the
New World reality—fearful for your
survival, afraid of judgment by your
peers? Or have you wanted to leave
the earth because it was so painful for
you to be here? What if I could tell you
now that the New World of Light and
Love is beneath your feet? It surrounds
you and is within you? And if I could
assure you that many are stepping into
the New World consciousness and
declaring it the new dimension, would
you take that step also?
Consider this. What might happen if
many who have resisted the New
World consciousness now claimed it
for their own? If you have company,
would you step into the Fifth
Dimension and be part of the Christ
Group who have made the change
from human or mortal consciousness
to the Solar Man or Solar (Christ)
Consciousness?
Be not fearful of this step, the quantum
leap, as many right now are taking that
step. This is initiation and it comes at
an opportune time, doesn't it? A time
when there seems to be no answers in
the old world of man's invention. Take a
moment with me. Look carefully at the
old world, its wars, pollution, poverty,
disease and despair. There is no way
out of this old world, despite what
political parties tell you. And the walls
are thick from belief; the walls are
dense with illusion. What to do? Where
to go? Some take drugs, drink
themselves to death, commit suicide,
or fantasize imaginary pleasures.

Some go completely insane.
Where to go?
Yet, Heaven waits beneath your
feet. You may not see it or feel it,
but the World of Light is with you
and it can be contacted right now.
You have but to decide where you
would like to be, take the jump into
the Heart of God, and begin again
in the company of angels.
Sounds too good to be true,
doesn't it? How do you make the
leap into Heaven on Earth? Is there
something you have to give up?
Give up the world. Let it go entirely.
When you are ready, your New
World will embrace you and you
will feel its nurturing strength and
its consciousness as your own.
You will not be alone either. You will
be with others who have decided to
experience a whole New World.
You cannot have both the old and
the new. You cannot have two
worlds. One must be released for
the other. And that is the great
decision to be made. Until you can
make the decision to release all
attachments to the past and
present emotional ties that have
been your world of illusion and
often, deep pain, you cannot enter
the Fifth Dimension where God
and man are one. The passing into
this dimension is your gift to your
Creator who beckons you to
"Come."

may reach out again for the old
world and its ways and laws, it will
not be there for you. You must
enter the New World, the Christ
Dimension, without fear, as the
joining of your soul and Spirit
have dismissed any other choice!

Leave now the world of
illusion, My dear ones, and
come unto Me. We are not
separated. That was the lie
and the illusion. Let the
illusion pass from you. I
have released you from the
illusion by My Atonement
and My walk on earth. I
have come that you might
stand with Me in the World
of Light as Solar
Consciousness.
The Land of Light awaits
you. You are in good
company for all will come. I
have redeemed all in Me.
Heed the Minister within
your own Heart. I AM
calling. Be now with Me in
My name.
Sananda

Once the decision has been made
within your consciousness, your
soul moves toward Spirit. In this
movement to Spirit, the unifying
factor of Oneness (divine order)
has been established. The false
world of illusion, of separation from
God, drops away. And though you
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THIS IS THE RESURRECTION OF THE PLANET
THE SPECIALS Volume 6, no. 4
Power circuits are accelerating to
move our planet Earth into the Sun or
CHRIST VIBRATION. This is the solar
1
energy We have been waiting for that
We may access the clear records of a
new generation - brought to Earth to
Be.
The elevation of this planet is essential
to bring about the wedding of the Christ
Energy and the new dispensation of
NO DEATH.
The power circuits are on! Be aware!
Let the natural upsurge of the new
vibrating Presence connect you
consciously into your place in the SUN
or Christ dimension.
These are the worlds of light that I
speak of. I have brought you into a new
creation as models of My form and
people of My Soul.
The University Papers, brought to you
over many years, have prepared you
for this beautiful change of frequency
that is incoming at this moment. You
are now ready to drop the false shell
and deliver into the reality circuits the
Christ dimension of body, mind, and
spirit-soul. This is a day of revelation; it
is a time of creative magic when all
things are lifted and made anew. Now
lift your spirit high so that you can catch
My world of light and remain stabilized
as that dimension of higher frequency
power.
Do not hang onto anything alive or
dead. Take only that which you are and
be clothed in the light of higher
dimensional love and light. Be claimed
by Me as Daughter and Son of GodTruth.

1

Masters of the Great White Brotherhood

Claim now your place in the Sun and earth, you will immediately
do not waiver. I have come! And I AM change your dimension.
the resurrection and the Life.
Invite the blessed rays of the
solar sun, our "physical sun," to
Crossing the Boundaries of fill every cell of your body, both
Time
physical and etheric. Gratefully
acknowledge the sun as LIFE
When error claims you, forget the and see through the veil into the
error and come home to Me. In Me very face of the sun. See the
there can be no error. I have come Solar King!
that I might place Myself in you as
you.
The Life-giving essence of the
sun (the Great Sun) activates
Hear My Voice; think with My t h e s o l a r b o d y, t h e s o l a r
thought; be still and know that I AM radiation through you and death
God in you.
is no more.
The sacred body of light must
manifest now. It is like the sun. Bear
that in mind. Be clothed in it. The
sacred sun is your dimensional
frequency. It is your guide to higher
frequency.
In this world (third dimension) the
sun is not understood. For the Great
Son of God emerges through the
sun of man. The Christ heart within
man is the divine complement of the
sun you see in the sky. The sun in the
sky is the heart chakra of planet
Earth. It is there you see the light and
grow from that light. The sun in your
heart chakra or center carries the
Christ Seed, your divine identity just
as the sun in the sky carries the
burning image of the true Christ for
planet Earth.
And when you change your
consciousness of the sun and know
the Son first in your heart, then
acknowledge it in the sun of the sky,
you move to the Christ Center or
Solar dimension. This power change
can initiate a change in body. It can
bring it to greater light. As you
change your awareness of the
physical/etheric sun that shines over

Let the nature of the sun be truly
known. For the sun itself - our
physical (what we see as
physical) sun - designs the new
body of light. From the sun will
come new secrets as well as
ancient knowledge stored within
the sun herself. Cross the
boundaries of time as the sun or
solar stream completely
dissolves the past to be
remembered no more.
Our blessed sun is not what it
appears to be. It is the divine
light of the Creator Him-Herself.
It is the Solar Christ beckoning
us into our hearts and minds that
we, too, might shine as a sun,
the light of God.
By degrees do you open. By
degrees do you understand.

Assignment Earth
Speak to them now that we are a
family - that in order to survive,
humanity must consciously

continued on page 6
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THIS IS THE
RESURRECTION
OF THE PLANET
continued from page 5
realize the family of life!
This must extend beyond borders of
ancient history, religious beliefs, and
cultural heritage. In order to save the
planet and ourselves we must change
our identity—we must care for one
another from Australia to Africa. We must
unite as a human family and embrace all
life with compassionate caring.
We must surrender our human ego, our
racial ego, and our national ego so that
we can enter the fire of humanity. We
must go further and deeper into the web
of life and there join our hands as one.
That is our assignment and Earth says,
"Now."
Crystal (Patricia Jepsen Chuse)

Sananda Stands Amongst
Us
Script number 117
My Beloved Teachers and Help
Mates who gather together
now to receive Me in your
hearts at this season of joy: Let
us not linger in materialism but
rather celebrate the Christ in
the heart, the gift I brought as
Jesus. There is no one greater
than another when we know,
together, the Heart of each one
and the deliverance of the Son.
May Christ be with you. God’s
Work is only just beginning.
Seal of Melchizedek.
I AM Jesus
December 1, 2007

TRANSFORMATION!
(book format)

TRANSFORMATION!


What is the
result of
increased
light on our
planet?
continued from page 3

I AM THAT I AM




Learn the Law of
transformation and the
power of the soul calling.
Tr a n s f o r m a t i o n ! A n
Introduction Into
Immortal Life offers six
precious lessons on the
rising and fulfilling of
God in you as the I AM.
Available through the
University online store at
http://shop.melchizedek
learning.com/category.s
c?categoryId=2

carries no authority lest you give it
authority by your fears and beliefs.
Look to the Spirit of God, Divine
Law, Love and Light as the only
authority. As you can do this - shift
your consciousness and focus on
the I AM Presence, the Christ - you
assist in the anchoring of the
Divine Plan and Government on
Earth. You are a major player in the
Hierarchy!
Every time you shift from belief in
this world to the Spirit of God unconditional love in expression you anchor the Christ World, the
World of Light, as our world NOW.
Add your light to the Incoming
Light and raise Gaia to her new
place in the Solar Plane. Light her,
bless her, give her thanks.
God bless you all and a very
happy, prosperous and light-filled
year! It will be that. I promise you.
Crystal and Sananda

Script number 118
Those who have been gifted with the Light may not
know it yet. When I give the signal all the lights will be
turned on! The real celebration begins! I AM
announcing the Body of Christ—the Tree of Light!
Without this you cannot go on into the place I have
provided in the Solar Realm. Peace be with you.
December 2, 2007
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